Landscape Industry Certified Judge’s Guidelines & Requirements

• Attend judges’ orientation / training meeting (Wednesday 2pm-5pm)

• Follow testing procedures as presented for each station/problem

• Read safety statement

• Be Landscape Industry Certified or have appropriate industry experience

• Sign the Code of Conduct and Qualification Attestation documents

• Objectively observe and evaluate candidates

• Consciously avoid subjective judgments

• Strive to maintain consistency in judging across candidates

• Maintain confidentiality –
  Do not discuss individual’s performance with candidate or others
  Do not discuss elements of the test problem

• Adhere to dress code –
  Long pants
  Sturdy work boots
  Long or short sleeved shirt
  NO LOGO APPAREL

• Landscape Industry Certified judges represent the industry, their association, and the certification ... not their companies or employers

• You are judging the skills of individuals pursuing industry certification, not evaluating prospective employees (this is not a recruiting event).